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ABSTRACT
Background: Oral leucoplakia is clinical term used to describe white plaques, and that is part of the group of oral potentially
malignant disorders. Leucoplakia may show epithelial dysplasia, mainly in harder smoking patient. This case report discusses a
small leucoplakia with dysplasia on the tongue’s lateral border in a woman, diagnosed early after a routine clinical consultation.
Methods: A 57-year-old female patient consulted to the Oral Diagnosis and Surgery Service of the State University of Ponta
Grossa, Brazil. First, the patient was referred for the extraction of her lower incisors due to periodontal disease. During clinical
examination, was identified a sessile white plaque, of small size, and located on the tongue’s left lateral border. Thus, the
lesion’s diagnostic hypothesis was oral leucoplakia due to patient be chronic smoker for 40 years. The incisional biopsy was
performed, with the epithelial tissue and part of the connective tissue removed.
Results: The histopathological examination revealed a stratified and keratinized pavement epithelium, with cellular atypia,
and presence of hyperchromatism and nuclear pleomorphism. However, the alterations were restricted to the epithelium’s
basal, characterizing a mild dysplasia. The proposed treatment was surgical removal of the lesion, and the patient was also
instructed to quit smoking, as well as she continues to follow-up.
Conclusions: The presented case emphasizes the importance of early diagnosis and the orientation of risk factors to smoking
patients, even in small lesions that can clinically appear harmless.
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INTRODUCTION

CASE DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the most
frequent malignant neoplasm in the head and neck
region [1]. This tumour is frequently the result of
oral potentially malignant disorders (OPMDs), which
are capable of transforming their tissue architecture.
During cell division, OPMDs can undergo mutations
and assume malignant tumour features. However,
OPMDs may remain stable for long periods or never
undergo malignant transformations [2].
Among the oral lesions that present malignant
transformation
potentiality
are
leucoplakia,
erythroplakia, erythroleukoplakia, and actinic
keratosis [3]. Most of the agents associated with
oral cancer development are also involved in the
aetiology of OPMDs, such as chronic exposure to
ultraviolet radiation, alcohol consumption, tobacco
use (smoking), nutritional deficiency, and genetic
inheritance [2].
Oral leucoplakia (OL) is a disorder of the white
lesion group, which is diagnosed by the exclusion
method. Additionally, OL is a clinical term used to
describe white plaques of questionable risk, which
does not fall under any other classification of this
group [2]. The prevalence of OL is of 1 to 4% in
the world population, being the OPMDs are more
common, representing 85% of these lesions [3].
This disorder’s clinical aspect represents two types,
classified as homogeneous or non-homogeneous
OL [4]. Microscopically, it may present different
histological degrees in its tissue architecture, ranging
from simple hyperkeratosis to grades of oral epithelial
dysplasia (OED), or to carcinoma itself [5]. The
OED is an alteration whose severity is an indicator
of malignancy; thus, progressing of a standard
epithelium to OPMDs [6].
The diagnostic criteria are essential since it decreases
the risk of malignant transformation of the lesion.
Examination of the oral cavity is the primary method
of detection. However, the degree of dysplasia is
determined not only by visual examination, and biopsy
is mandatory [7]. In cases of OED in leucoplakia,
treatment with the elimination of risk factors and
longitudinal follow-up are essential to prevent the
disorder’s progress, favouring a good prognosis for
patients [5]. In addition to dysplasia, other clinical
predictors should be taken into account to assess the
lesion’s potential to malignant transformation [5]. In
this context, this case report aims to discuss a clinical
case of a smoking patient with small dysplastic oral
leucoplakia, which was diagnosed early after a routine
clinical consultation, observing the lesion’s clinical
and histopathological aspects.

A 57-year-old female patient consulted to the Oral
Diagnosis and Surgery Service of the State University
of Ponta Grossa, Ponta Grossa, Brazil, in September
17, 2019. The patient was first referred for the
extraction of her lower incisors due to periodontal
disease. In the anamnesis, the patient reported no
systemic changes and no use of medications. Women
claimed to be a chronic smoker for 40 years, smoking
approximately one cigarette pack daily. The physical
examination was unremarkable. Oral examination
identified a sessile white plaque, of small size
(measuring about 2 x 2 mm), with a smooth surface
and well-defined limits, firm palpation, painless, and
located on the tongue’s left lateral border (Figure 1).
The patient was not aware of the lesion’s presence
at the moment of consultation, and, therefore, did
not know how to inform the process of evolution.
The lesion was adherent to the epithelium and did
not stand out from the underlying oral mucosa.
After the clinical findings, the lesion’s diagnostic
hypothesis was OL, following its classification in the
homogeneous type.
The patient was oriented and recommended for
incisional biopsy. Incisional biopsies are indicated
in cases of OPMD’s or suspected cases of malignant
tumours, regardless of the size of the lesion. In
this context, total removal of the lesion not being
indicated through excisional biopsy. Therefore,
remove the lesion complete, without knowledge
about histopathology degree, might to compromise
the injury margins, once the possibility of a malignant
tumour might be present. First, anaesthesia was
performed with lidocaine 2% and epinephrine
1 : 100,000 (Nova DFL; Taquara, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil), injected at four points around the lesion.
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Figure 1. Clinical aspects of small oral leucoplakia located on
the tongue’s left lateral border.
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After the incision was made, the epithelial tissue and
part of the connective tissue were removed. The oral
tissue was sent for histopathological analysis, due
to the patient being a chronic smoker, confirming or
excluding OED’s possibility.
Histopathological examination of a specimen
stained with haematoxylin and eosin revealed a
fragment of the oral mucosa coated with a stratified
and keratinized pavement epithelium, with cellular
atypia, and tissue architecture alteration (Figure 2).
Among the cellular alterations, the report revealed
the presence of hyperchromatism and nuclear
pleomorphism (Figure 3). Additionally, an area
compatible with the drop projection of epithelial
tissue was observed (Figure 4). However, the
alterations were restricted to the epithelium’s basal
and parabasal layers, characterizing a mild dysplasia.
The connective tissue was normal, and there were
no signs of inflammation. Thus, the diagnosis was
compatible with the clinical hypothesis of OL, with
mild epithelial dysplasia.
The patient was oriented regarding the risks and
possible progression to malignant neoplasia. The
proposed treatment was surgical removal of the lesion,
and the patient was also instructed to quit smoking,
which may be a factor in the lesion’s development.
In another consultation, in the same month, her
teeth were extracted, and the patient was referred to
periodontal monitoring. The patient was instructed
to perform self-examination of the oral cavity. She
attended the follow-up evaluations after three (in
December 2019) and six months (in March 2020),
with no recurrence of OL, and also reported to have
discontinued the use of cigarettes. The patient will
follow the monitoring for a minimum of two years, in
order to control and not advance the lesion.
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Figure 2. Features microscopic with a stratified and keratinized
pavement epithelium, with cellular atypia, and tissue architecture
alteration (haematoxylin and eosin stain, original magnification
x100).

Figure 3. Alterations cytological with the presence of
hyperchromatism and nuclear pleomorphism (haematoxylin and
eosin stain, original magnification x200).

DISCUSSION
The present clinical case report describes an early
diagnosis of a small dysplastic oral leucoplakia that
presented classical clinical and histopathological
features. These lesions present a particular risk of
turning malignant [8].
Some clinical predictors of the malignancy of OL
are advanced age, female gender, smoking, long
duration of the lesion, diameter greater than two
centimetres, non-homogeneous type, location on
the tongue’s lateral edge or the mouth’s floor, and
presence of OED [5,9,10]. The chances of a malignant
transformation occurring in a longer and larger lesion
are higher than in a small lesion [3]. Although this
case’s patient did not know the evolution timeline,
http://www.ejomr.org/JOMR/archives/2021/1/e5/v12n1e5ht.htm

Figure 4. Alterations in architecture with the drop projection of
epithelial tissue (black arrows) (haematoxylin and eosin stain,
original magnification x200).
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and the lesion’s small size at the time of diagnosis,
the presence of OED was established. In this context,
small lesions should not be underestimated and
should be managed according to its histopathological
features.
The lesion, diagnosed through its microscopic aspects,
was compatible with the clinical hypothesis of OL.
Alterations in the epithelium’s tissue architecture
were found, with atypical cells. OL without dysplasia
has a worldwide prevalence of 4.1%, whereas, when
with OED, the prevalence is of 4.4% [3]. Among the
microscopic findings, irregular stratification of the
parabasal epithelium, hyperchromatism, and nuclear
pleomorphism were observed, characteristics already
described in the literature [11]. Different dysplasia
degrees can occur histologically, being classified as
mild, moderate, or severe [1]. This classification is
essential for OL clinical management and to identify
whether the lesion presents a low or high risk of
malignancy.
In this case’s histopathological analysis, mild epithelial
dysplasia was accepted, considering the changes in
the epithelium’s parabasal layer. As variation in the
epithelium’s architecture, a drop-shaped epithelial
projection was observed, a relevant histological
characteristic of mild OED [11]. Iocca et al. [11]
evaluated the clinical-pathological characteristics
of OL who presented dysplasia, and 9.5% became
malignant. Moreover, OL is the most prevalent OPMD.
Compared to erythroplakia or erythroleukoplakia,
this lesion presents a low percentage of malignant
transformation [11]. In this case, the patient had
habits that could enable the carcinogenic progression;
however, the risk for malignant transformation proved
to be low, which was confirmed by the clinical and
pathological aspects of the lesion.
An OL is a white asymptomatic plaque that cannot
be rubbed off and is not characterized clinically
or pathologically by any other disease [12].
This clinical description is compatible with our case.
This lesion was also subclassified as a homogeneous
type, established in the literature as a demarcated,
uniform lesion, with a flat surface, which may exhibit
shallow cracks [11]. The OLs are more common in
male smokers over 50 years of age and are usually
located in the tongue’s lateral margin and the mouth’s
floor [13]. Our findings are in agreement with the
literature; however, the patient in our study is female.
This brief case report shows that, although the
incidence of OL is higher among men, women are also
subject to this disorder. Moreover, in its aetiology, OL
has factors similar to those found in head and neck
cancer [1]. The development of OL is common among
8.4% of patients who smoke tobacco [14].
http://www.ejomr.org/JOMR/archives/2021/1/e5/v12n1e5ht.htm
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Costa et al. [15] described that, in mild dysplasia
cases in which risk factors are removed, such as
quitting smoking, lesions tend not to reoccur after
clinical conduct. In this case study, the patient was
instructed to quit smoking, and informed about the
lesion’s potential to evolve to an OSCC. Longitudinal
follow-ups are important for patients with chronic
smoking profiles diagnosed with dysplastic OL, since
continuing smoking can help progress to a malignant
lesion, as reported by Welly et al. [16]. Additionally,
Jayasooriya et al. [17] showed that the malignant
transformation of OL occurred throughout a period
of two and a half years, which corroborates the
importance of continuous monitoring.
Cases of OL without OED should be guided by the
removal of the risk factor with follow-ups every six
months. For OL with dysplasia, surgical treatment
is suggested, along with removing the causal factor,
and follow-ups every three months [18]. In our
case, surgery was performed conventionally, the
lesion located in the lateral of the tongue removed
entirely, and follow-ups were performed quarterly.
The lesion’s location and size guided the choice of
therapy. In addition to conventional surgery, there
are other therapeutic modalities for OL management,
such as electrocautery, cryosurgery, laser ablation,
or chemoprevention [19,20]. Van der Hem et al. [21]
used the high-power laser in the treatment of OL,
and, in most of the treated patients, the lesion did not
relapse. However, this result was not found by Brouns
et al. [22], which showed the recurrence of OL after
treatment. There is no evidence in the literature for
which modality is the best for preventing malignant
transformations of lesions [17]. In this context,
regardless of the proposed management, quitting
smoking is still the primary preventive measure,
reducing the risk of malignant transformations after
surgical treatment.
Clinical examination of all oral mucosa is essential,
even if patients present other dental complaints.
We emphasize that the patient’s main complaint did
not concern the lesion’s presence, given she was
not aware of the disease. Early diagnosis and the
orientation of risk factors to smoking patients are
part of the dentist’s job in preventing oral cancer,
favouring prognosis, and decreasing the possibilities
of malignant transformation of OPMDs.
CONCLUSIONS
This case report shows that oral leucoplakia may
occur in women who use tobacco (smoking),
being the main risk factor. In addition, small lesion
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may also present with dysplasia. For this case, the
examination of oral cavity was the best method for
early diagnosis the oral leucoplakia, once the patients
don’t know about this disorder and sought care to treat
periodontal disease. The follow-ups are essential for
prevent the dysplastic oral leucoplakia transforms in
oral squamous cell carcinoma. The patient continues
to be followed-up at the university department for
a minimum of two years. Therefore, guidelines such
as stop smoking, and self-examination of the mouth
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should be passed on to patients with oral leucoplakia,
in order to decrease the possibility of progression and
turning malignant.
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